The Fast Track portfolio is expanding to help you increase your revenue. Now you can sell these great products at a competitive price. Introducing the Cisco Nexus® 3000 and 9000 Series Switches and Cisco MDS 9148S 16G SAN Switch.

### Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switches

**Cisco Nexus 9372TX Switch**  
N9K-C9372TX

- High Performance, programmability, density benefits of Nexus 3000 and ACI Ready, VxLAN Routing.
- 48 x 100M/1G/10GBASE-T, 6 QSFP+ uplink ports
- All ports are line rate, delivering 1.44 Tbps of throughput

**Cisco Nexus 9372PX Switch**  
N9K-C9372PX

- High Performance, programmability, density benefits of Nexus 3000 and ACI Ready, VxLAN Routing, Fabric Extender support.
- 48 x 1/10-Gbps SFP+, 6 QSFP+ uplink ports
- All ports are line rate, delivering 1.44 Tbps of throughput

**Cisco Nexus 9332PQ Switch**  
N9K-C9332PQ

- High Performance, programmability, density benefits of Nexus 3000 and ACI Ready, VxLAN Routing.
- High density, compact 1RU 32x 40-Gbps QSFP+ ports
- All ports are line rate, delivering 2.56 Tbps of throughput, ideal for spine aggregation

### Cisco Nexus 3000 Series Switches

**Cisco Nexus 3000 Series Switches**  
N3K-C3048TP-1GE

- 1/10 Gigabit Ethernet wire-speed Layer 2 and 3 switching for data center top-of-rack (ToR) deployments
- Highly programmable and cost-effective
- Flexible port densities and low power consumption

**Cisco Nexus 3100 Series Switches**  
N3K-C3172PQ-10GE, N3K-C3172TQ-10GT  
N3K-C3132Q-40GE

- 1/10/40 Gigabit Ethernet high performance, mobility, high density, and rich programmability
- Ideal for deployments requiring a range of densities at line-rate and connectivity speeds
- Help enable mobility of virtual workloads at scale

**Cisco Nexus 3500 Series Switches**  
N3K-C3548P-10G

- 1/10 Gigabit Ethernet ToR switches
- Line-rate Layer 2 and 3 switching
- Cisco Algo Boost technology
- Ideal for deployments requiring ultra-low-latency switching such as high-frequency trading and high-performance computing
Cisco MDS 9148S 16G SAN Switch

**Cisco MDS 9148S 16G Multilayer Fabric Switch**

- DS-C9148S-D12P8K9 (with 12 enabled ports and 12 x 8G SW SFP+)
- DS-C9148S-D48P8K9 (with 48 enabled ports and 48 x 8G SW SFP+)
- DS-C9148S-D12PSK9 (with 12 enabled ports and 12 x 16G SW SFP+)
- DS-C9148S-D48PSK9 (with 48 enabled ports and 48 x 16G SW SFP+)

- Easy to Deploy 1 RU Enterprise-class SAN Switch
- Pay as you grow on a single box, 12 to 48 ports in 12 port license increments
- Line-rate 16/8/4/2G FC Ports
- Quick configuration wizard
- Full-function VSAN/IVR support
- ISL port channeling comes standard, no additional license required

Learn More

Twelve-Port Upgrade License Product IDs (not available through Fast Track):

- M9148S-DPL12P8G= MDS 9148S 16G FC 12-port upgrade license + 8G SW SFPs
- M9148S-DPL12PSG= MDS 9148S 16G FC 12-port upgrade license + 16G SW SFPs

**For best pricing and deal protection combine Fast Track and OIP.*

*Fast Track does not stack with New Account Breakaway.

For a list of eligible SKUs and complete Fast Track promotion details, go to: [cisco.com/go/fasttrack](http://cisco.com/go/fasttrack).

Promotion terms and conditions subject to change.